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Projects should... aim at:

- assist 'follower' cities that commit to proactively seek advice, expertise, assistance, capacity 

building (e.g. through staff exchanges) and mentoring from the 'front-runners' and develop, 

within the duration of the project, a sustainable urban planning that systemically 

replicates, embeds and integrates the demonstrated nature-based solutions 'customised' 

to their particular context to successfully address the challenges specified below. This urban 

plan is a contractual obligation and should be delivered by the end of the project;

- develop methodologies for replication and up-scaling in different contexts of the solutions 

deployed in the ‘front-runner’ cities, including investment strategies, governance and business 

models and approaches for their systemic integration in the urban and land use planning;

Expected impacts:

- enhanced stakeholder and citizen ownership of the solutions through their effective and systematic 

involvement in participatory, trans-disciplinary and multi-stakeholder consultation processes 

for co-design, co-development and co-implementation of visionary urban planning;

Extracts from the Call for Proposals
Urban planning document, not a policy document

2Title CLEVER Cities ppt Template
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Testing of co-creation in Urban Planning
Procedure by the Law

3
CLEVER Cities Beograd

CLEVER Cities Test

Questionnaire >>> Focus Groups

Call for young arch. Teams – Design >>> 

Workshop and ZOOM Meeting for Citizens

Evidence-based planning, detailed publishing of 

each step on bellab.rs

Expert Discussion on Urban Parameters

miro board...

EU Green Week Public Talk - online

Authors & Students Conversations

TNOC Festival

Discussion, Open Doors & Windows, Exhibition…
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WORK OF YOUNG TEAMS
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5CLEVER Cities Belgrade presentation

Careful Analytics of the proposed Draft Plan…

Trolejbuski i autobuski terminus 2013, metro stanice...
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Public Discussion, June 2021

Trolejbuski i autobuski terminus 2013, metro stanice...
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Plan was adopted 31.08.2021.

Trolejbuski i autobuski terminus 2013, metro stanice...
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Trolejbuski i autobuski terminus 2013, metro stanice...

Particular Segments

⮚ простор амфитеатралног типа

⮚ природни елементи као заштита од

штетних утицаја

⮚ земљани насипи и зимзелено дрвеће

⮚ кровни врт на објекту подземне гараже

⮚ задржати токове који евоцирају 

историјски контекст некадашњих 

шинских траса, а које су трансформисане у 

пешачке стазе, бициклистичке стазе, стазе 

за трчање или ток плитког потока-фонтане 

уз пешачку стазу

⮚ бесконачна клупа - разиграни путоказ

⮚ дуж клупе - садржаји различитог 

карактера

⮚ Јапански врт
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NBS Catalogue
Containing 51 example solutions
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Out of those 51 – 21 solutions have been 
incorporatd into the PDR for the Linear Park 
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SUCCESSES CONCERNS

- Significant interest from 
citizens to participate

- Openness of institutions for 
co-creation

- Changed attitude towards 
ecological and ecosystem 
services of green areas -
importance for adaptation to 
the climate crisis!

- Creativity and commitment 
of young teams

- Lack of intensive 
construction in the park

- Strong focus on new real-
estate development

- Possible gentrification 
- Lack of land value capturing 

by the public sector
- Refraining from defining 

quantities for specific green 
urban construction 
parameters
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EXTRACTS FROM THE PLAN 

When designing objects, apply nature 
based solutions such as: green walls, 

green roofs and roof gardens, and 
provide facilities for birds and other 

animals within the public green area.

When designing objects, apply nature 
based solutions such as: green walls, 

green roofs and roof gardens, and 
provide facilities for birds and other 

animals within the public green area.

PART 1 - vegetation compositions (flower 
garden, aromatic garden, healing 

garden, sensory garden, moist habitat, 
aromatic plant garden, urban 

beekeeping, atmospheric water 
collection systems and other nature 

based solutions)

PART 1 - vegetation compositions (flower 
garden, aromatic garden, healing 

garden, sensory garden, moist habitat, 
aromatic plant garden, urban 

beekeeping, atmospheric water 
collection systems and other nature 

based solutions)

In order to achieve ecological services, it is necessary to 
achieve continuity and integrity of the park with 

continuous different forms of vegetation (tree lines, 
groups of trees and shrubs, flower beds, various nature 

based solutions, etc.), which will enable natural processes 
which will positively affect the quality of air, water, soil, 

biodiversity and more

In order to achieve ecological services, it is necessary to 
achieve continuity and integrity of the park with 

continuous different forms of vegetation (tree lines, 
groups of trees and shrubs, flower beds, various nature 

based solutions, etc.), which will enable natural processes 
which will positively affect the quality of air, water, soil, 

biodiversity and more

Park must be designed 
to provide ecological, 
social and economic 

services (functions) as 
an ecosystem in urban 

space

Park must be designed 
to provide ecological, 
social and economic 

services (functions) as 
an ecosystem in urban 

space

should primarily include the 
use of renewable energy 

sources (primarily solar and 
thermal) for lightening 

paths, electric chargers, etc.

should primarily include the 
use of renewable energy 

sources (primarily solar and 
thermal) for lightening 

paths, electric chargers, etc.

it is necessary to ensure the drainage of 
atmospheric water from covered areas into 

the rain sewer, but by enforcing the 
systematic collection of atmospheric water 
through nature based solutions and release 
into the ground (possible collection and use 

for irrigation)

it is necessary to ensure the drainage of 
atmospheric water from covered areas into 

the rain sewer, but by enforcing the 
systematic collection of atmospheric water 
through nature based solutions and release 
into the ground (possible collection and use 

for irrigation)

it is obligatory to design extensive and 
intensive green areas on the roofs of the 

buildings in the surrounding and 
underground spaces, as well as to design 

green facades

it is obligatory to design extensive and 
intensive green areas on the roofs of the 

buildings in the surrounding and 
underground spaces, as well as to design 

green facades
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EXAMPLE
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Our findings:

Trolejbuski i autobuski terminus 2013, metro stanice...
⮚ Encourage land-use planning in favour of green infrastructure & NBS;

⮚ Promote Ecological Index, or other tools for green urban parameters;

⮚ Support and link with sustainable urban mobility planning;

⮚ Underline multiple benefits of NBS, e.g. urban agriculture;

⮚ Explain and experience benefits of co-creation & „shared governance“;

⮚ Foster community actions...


